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We report measurements linking velocity fluctuations with the turbulent drag in a turbulent closed
flow, namely the von Ka´rmán flow. Making use of the angular momentum balance equation in
integral form, we obtain a simple expression for the torque applied by the forcing mechanism, which
we check against quantitative laser Doppler velocimetry measurements. We then decompose the
angular momentum flux into contributions coming from the different spectral components of the
flow. We provide evidence of the fact that the turbulent drag is dominantly generated by coherent
structures at the largest scales of the flow. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1637602#

I. INTRODUCTION

Since the seminal work of Kolmogorov, considerable
work has been devoted to the study of statistical quantities
describing isotropic and homogeneous small-scale turbu-
lence ~see, e.g., Refs. 1 and 2 for a review!. Evidence of
universality has been found in many cases, while small-scale
intermittency has been found in various quantities such as
passive scalar dynamics, velocity increments, or dissipation
of energy.3–5 In the meantime, coherent structures and large
scales have also received attention, from a theoretical and an
experimental standpoint, while the use of large eddy simula-
tion has become widespread in the field of engineering. Both
small6 and large scales have been studied in the von Ka´rmán
flow, namely the flow generated between two coaxial rotat-
ing impellers~for a review, see Ref. 7!, which is generally
considered as a representative situation in which to study
well-developed turbulence. A particular interest has been fo-
cused on the study of the power injection,8,13 whose fluctua-
tions have been found to bear close resemblance to those of
energy dissipation fluctuations in other out-of-equilibrium
systems.9 Lately, they have been linked10 to the dynamics of
the discrete vorticity filaments previously discovered experi-
mentally in the same configuration,11 and numerically in a
close situation.12 However, experimental studies13 have
shown the time-averaged mechanical power consumption to
be quite different from the volume integral of the turbulent
dissipation, estimated from pressure fluctuations. In this ar-
ticle, using a new approach based on angular momentum
conservation arguments, we present experimental results
linking the time-averaged value of the drag torque to velocity
fluctuation correlations in the von Ka´rmán flow. Measuring
the cospectrum of the velocity fluctuations, we present evi-
dence that the drag torque is dominantly associated with the
large-scale dynamics of the flow.

II. THE EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Our experimental setup is represented in Fig. 1~a!. It
consists of a Plexiglas™ cylinder, 200 mm in diameter and

300 mm in height, filled with water. Two impellers, each
consisting of a flat disc fitted with blades, are located 180
mm apart, at both ends~cf. Table I!. The impellers are
driven, with the help of belts, by two 1.8 kW brushless mo-
tors, which allow rotation rates of up to 20 Hz to be
achieved, depending on the configuration. If we take the dis-
tance between the discs as a length scale, and the rim veloc-
ity achieved atV15V251 Hz with the smallest impellers as
a typical velocity, we can see that Re.8.53104. We can thus
assume that, for all the results presented here, the flow is in a
state of fully developed turbulence. The variable frequency
drives used to control the motors also allow us to measure
directly the angular velocities~respectively, mechanical
torques! with an accuracy better than 0.5%~respectively,
5%!. We have performed calibration runs without impellers,
in order to correct the torque measurements for the torque
induced by friction in the sealings and bearings. Velocity
measurements were performed using a one-component Dan-
tec LDV system.

III. ANGULAR MOMENTUM BALANCE

In the following we adapt the classical derivation14 of
the drag induced by the wake of an object to our particular
flow configuration. The rate of change of thez component of
the angular momentum of the matter~including the impeller!
contained in the volumeV(z) of Fig. 1~a! is given by~see,
e.g., Ref. 15!
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wherer is the volumic mass at the integration point,f u is the
u component of the volume forces at the integration point,
andsu is theu component of the surface forces exerted by
the environment on the fluid at the integration point on the
surfaces. In our laboratory experiment, we can assumer f u toa!Electronic mail: daviaud@drecam.saclay.cea.fr
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integrate to zero. Part of the stresses onSb stems from the
elastic stress distribution in the impeller shaft, at the point
where the shaft entersV(z). This part we will denote byG1 .
The angular momentum balance equation applied to the vol-
ume of the shaft outsideV(z), the belt and the pulleys then
shows that the time average ofG1 is equal to the time-
averaged mechanical torque supplied by motor 1, minus the
friction torque in the bearings and the sealing. On the re-
maining part ofSb , on S(z) and onS(z), the stresses come
either from viscosity, or from theu component of pressure
gradients. Integrating theu derivative of the pressure on ei-
ther of these surfaces yields zero. The time average of the
viscous stresses exerted by the vessel on the fluid through
S(z) andSb we will denote byGv(z). Performing the usual
Reynolds decomposition of the instantaneous velocityvW (t)
into a time-averaged partVW and a fluctuating partvW such that
^ṽ&50,2 and eventually taking the time average of Eq.~1!,
one obtains

E
S~z!

r^r ṽuṽz&d
2S1E
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where^q& denotes the time average of quantityq andm is the
dynamic viscosity of the fluid. It is easy to see that the ratio
of the inertial terms of the left-hand side of Eq.~2! to the first
term of the right-hand side is of the order of magnitude of
the Reynolds number of the flow. In the very turbulent re-
gime achieved in our experiment, this term is then negligible
compared to the other terms. Such arguments do not apply to

the viscous termGv(z), but we have observeda posteriori
that its contribution remains small in the overall balance, at
least in the case of perfect counter-rotation, if the discs have
blades. We finally get
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Equation~3! shows that the angular momentum transmitted
by the motor to the fluid comprised inV(z) is either evacu-
ated to the walls throughGv(z) or transported to the fluid
contained in the remaining part of the vessel, where it will
either be evacuated to the walls, or received by motor 2 as
drag.

IV. MEASUREMENTS

In order to measure the different terms of Eq.~3!, we
have performed LDV measurements in the planeQ50 of
Fig. 1~a!. The grid had a 10 mm mesh in the axial and radial
directions, and did not cover the part of the volume that was
swept by the impeller blades. We have performed the mea-
surements for five different configurations, at the quite low
angular speed of 2 Hz, so as to avoid excessive heating of the
water. In order to measure the correlation^ṽuṽz& with our
one-component LDV setup, we have performed successive
measurements in the different directions shown in Fig. 1~b!.
Apart from coefficients arising from the refraction effects,
which were taken care of in the data processing,v45.(vu

1vz)/&, andv135.(vu2vz)/&. The variances ofv45 and
v135 are then given by: 2̂ṽ45

2 &5^ṽu
2&1^ṽz

2&12^ṽuṽz& and
2^ṽ135

2 &5^ṽu
2&1^ṽz

2&22^ṽuṽz&. Combining the experimen-
tally measured variances thus allowed us to obtain several
redundant estimations of the correlation^ṽuṽz& at each point.
Assuming time-averaged flow quantities to be axisymmetric
@which is not true of instantaneous quantities, as is obvious
from the photograph in Fig. 3~d!#, we were then able to
evaluate numerically the integrals of Eq.~3!. Table II dis-
plays thez-averaged values of the total angular momentum
flux, estimated in three different ways, together with the val-
ues obtained through direct torque measurement, in the dif-
ferent flow configurations. The agreement between the direct
mechanical torque measurements and the velocity measure-
ments is very good. This proves that the viscous termGv(z),
which we have not been able to take into account, is small
enough to be neglected. This also suggests that our approach
could provide a way to evaluate flow-induced forces in cases
where direct measurement is difficult. Figure 2 shows, at
each axial positionz, the two inertial terms of Eq.~3! for the
impeller named TM60a, rotating in the forward direction. An
important feature of the curves of Fig. 2 is that, half-way
between the discs, the part of the angular momentum carried
by the mean flow vanishes. At this point, the sole turbulent
fluctuations are responsible for the whole of the angular mo-
mentum flux. In Fig. 3, we show the results of the LDV
measurements for the same impellers. Figure 3~a! represents
the distribution of time-averaged flow velocities in the mea-

FIG. 1. Experimental setup:~a! V(z) denotes the control volume used for
the momentum balance equation. It is bounded on the sides byS(z), at the
top by S(z), and at the bottom bySb . ~b! Directions of laser Doppler
velocimetry measurements~see the text for details!.

TABLE I. Characteristics of the different impellers.D is the diameter of the
disc,h is the height of the blades,r c is the blade curvature radius.

Impeller D ~mm! # blades h ~mm! r c ~mm!

TM60a 185 16 10 49
TM60b 185 16 20 49
TM70 146 8 20 Straight
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surement plane. We can see that the meridian circulation has
the shape of two distinct cells. The axial velocities are di-
rected toward the impellers close to the cylinder axis, and
away from the impellers close to the cylinder wall. In each
cell, the azimuthal velocity is imposed by the rotation of the
closest impeller. To recover the radial component of the ve-
locity, which is difficult to measure for practical reasons, we
have used the incompressibility relationship, assuming again
all time-averaged quantities to be axisymmetric. The accu-
racy of this post-processing step is difficult to evaluate, but is
not critical for our purposes, since Eq.~3! does not involve
the radial velocity. We can see in Fig. 3~a! that bothVu and
Vz vanish in the midplane of the flow. Figure 3~b! shows that
their product consequently also vanishes. Another interesting
feature of Fig. 3~b! is that we can see that the positive values
of rVuVz are concentrated in a thin cylindrical volume, close
to the vessel wall, while weakly negative values occupy the
core of the flow. These negative values add up to form a
backwards flow of angular momentum, directed from impel-
ler 2 ~top! to impeller 1~bottom!. The magnitude of this flow
is roughly half that of the mechanical torque supplied by
impeller 1. In Fig. 3~c!, we show the spatial distribution of
the velocity correlation, multiplied by the radial positionr.
We observe that the correlation is important mainly in a re-

gion located half-way between the two discs, close to the
cylinder wall. We have performed flow visualizations, using
air bubbles as tracer particles. In the region of the flow where
large correlations are present, we have observed large coher-
ent structures, very similar in shape to the ones reported in
Ref. 16 in a turbulent mixing layer. These structures, which
have already been mentioned in Ref. 17, have the shape of a
succession of large~5–10 cm! corotating radial vortices, su-
perimposed on a background of developed turbulent motion.
We believe that they are produced by an instability of the
global circulation of the flow, whose mechanism is probably
akin to that of the Kelvin–Helmoltz mixing layer instability.
The photograph in Fig. 3~d! shows a typical coherent vortex,
in the flow generated by the same impellers, at the higher
rotation speed ofV15V2515 Hz, i.e., for Re.1.63106.
These vortices move slowly as a whole in one direction or
the other, and seem to appear or merge randomly, with a
lifetime of the order of a few seconds. They seem to exist
even for Re,1000 in a setup that uses silicon oil (n
51024 m2 s21), as well as in the simulations of Ref. 18.

V. SCALE-BY-SCALE BUDGET OF MOMENTUM
TRANSPORT

A further step is then to decompose the velocity correla-
tion ^ṽuṽz& into the contributions coming from the different
spectral components contained invu(t) andvz(t). Denoting
the temporal Fourier transform of the quantityq by q̂(v), we
can write

^ṽ0ṽz&1VuVz5vuv ẑ~v50!5E
2`

`

v û~v!v ẑ~2v!dv

and then

^ṽuṽz&12VuVz5E
0

`

2R@v û~v!v ẑ* ~v!#dv. ~4!

Measuring the real part of the temporal co-spectrum of the
two velocity componentsvu andvz seems then a natural way
to assess the relative importance of eddies of the various
~time! scales for the turbulent momentum transport across
S(z).19 Combining the different velocity components as
above, one can obtain the integrand of Eq.~4! as
2R(v ûvz*̂ )5uv45̂u2(v)2uv135̂u2(v). We have performed
careful LDV measurements at the point in the flow where the
velocity correlation is largest. In each measurement direc-
tion, we have recorded 20 min of velocity signal. Running
the experiment at the higher motor frequency of 15 Hz has

FIG. 2. Contributions of the different inertial terms of Eq.~3! to the angular
momentum fluxF(z) acrossS(z). The open~respectively, closed! squares
correspond to the angular momentum transported by the mean flow~respec-
tively, mean flow plus fluctuations!. The darker~respectively, lighter! area
represents the part transported by the mean flow~respectively, fluctuations!.
The lines represent the 5% accuracy bounds on the direct torque measure-
ment. The large uncertainty is due to the static torque in bearings and seal-
ings ~;0.2 N m!.

TABLE II. Angular momentum flux measurements for the different impellers.F1 , F2 , F3 have been obtained
using ^ṽuṽz&5^ṽu

2&/21^ṽz
2&/22^ṽ135

2 &, ^ṽuṽz&5^ṽ45
2 &2^ṽu

2&/22^ṽz
2&/2, ^ṽuṽz&5(^ṽ45

2 &2^ṽ135
2 &)/4. G1 ~re-

spectively,G2) is the torque applied by motor 1~respectively, motor 2!, obtained by direct measurement.

Velocity field TM70 TM60a
TM60a

~reverse! TM60b
TM60b
~reverse!

F1 (1022 N m) 9.3260.58 3.6060.13 211.7060.87 9.5560.55 223.161.8
F2 (1022 N m) 10.5260.52 4.9460.20 211.7660.26 9.5860.72 221.560.4
F3 (1022 N m) 9.9260.49 4.2760.13 211.7360.46 9.5660.62 222.361.0

(G11G2)/2 (1022 N m) 9.561 3.961 213.361 8.761 222.261
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allowed a sustained acquisition rate of nearly 1 kHz. The
acquired data have then been resampled to 1 kHz using a
simple sample-and-hold algorithm.20

We have plotted in Fig. 4 the power spectral densities of
v45 andv135, together with 2R(v ûvz*̂ ). The two power spec-
tral densities are strongly different in magnitude, thus reveal-
ing a very strong anisotropy, at least at large time scales. In
the low frequency range (f ,1 Hz), both seem to have a
broad peak, roughly located atf 50.4 Hz. This could be re-
lated to the slow motion of the coherent vortices. In the 1–10
Hz range, the power spectral density ofv135 decays algebra-
ically, more slowly than that ofv45. At f 510 Hz, both
power spectral densities have a crossover to a steeper alge-
braic decay. In the whole region up tof .30 Hz, 2R(v ûvz*̂ )
remains positive, indicating a clear excess of events directed
along v45.22 The curve of 2R(v ûvz*̂ ) follows quite closely
that of the PSD ofv45 up to 1 Hz, then starts a faster decay.
At the 10 Hz crossover the decay becomes algebraic, but
after 30 Hz, the sign is no longer constant, and the log–log
plot is no longer accurate. Nevertheless, this decay seems in
good agreement with the27/3 decay predicted~in the spatial
frequency domain! by Ref. 23. If one plots the integral of Eq.
~4! as a function of the higher cut-off frequencyf c , one can
see that the result is within 10% of the final correlation value
as soon asf c.4 Hz, and that flow fluctuations at frequencies
higher than 30 Hz contribute less than 0.5% of the total

angular momentum transport at this point. From this we con-
clude that the angular momentum transport, and thus the
drag torque, is mainly produced by the slow flow fluctua-
tions, with time scales larger than roughly 0.1 s.

FIG. 3. ~a! Spatial distribution of time-averaged velocities. The azimuthal component of the flow is on the left-hand side, while the meridian component is on
the right-hand side. The thick black line on the left-hand graph denotes null values of the azimuthal velocities. The white areas in the graphs mark theparts
of the flow where the impeller blades precluded measurement. The longest arrow in the right-hand graph is 0.50 m s21 long. The impeller located at the bottom
~respectively, top! rotates to the right~respectively, left!. Both are of the TM60a type, and rotate at 2 Hz (Re.2.13105). ~b! Spatial distribution of the product
of mean velocitiesrVuVz . ~c! Spatial distribution of the velocity correlationr ^ṽuṽz&. ~d!

1
25 s exposure time photograph of a coherent vortex near the

midplane of the flow. Same viewpoint as for Fig. 1. The impeller located at the bottom~respectively, top! rotates to the right~respectively, left!. Both rotate
at 15 Hz (Re.1.63106). The real-size height is;180 mm.

FIG. 4. Power spectral density plots ofv45 ~thin black line! andv135 ~thin
gray line! at z50 mm, r 590 mm. The thick black line represents
2R(v û v ẑ* ). The data have been obtained with the TM60a impellers, rotat-
ing at 15 Hz (Re.1.63106). The dotted line we have plotted to guide the
eye corresponds to the27/3 slope predicted by Ref. 23, and the arrow
corresponds to the impeller angular frequency. Negative values of
2R(v ûv ẑ* ), which occur afterf .30 Hz, have not been represented.
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VI. CONCLUSION AND REMARKS

We have shown that, even in a fully turbulent flow, use
of integral momentum balance equations allows one to find
explicit links between flow characteristics and momentum
injection by the forcing mechanism.2,14 This kind of ap-
proach can provide tools for the evaluation of flow-induced
forces in cases where direct measurement is difficult. We
have also provided quantitative evidence of the fact that a
major part of the turbulent shear stresses are generated by
flow fluctuations at the largest scales of the flow. We believe
this result is not specific to the von Ka´rmán geometry, but
also applies in other free shear flows presenting large-scale
structures, such as the plane mixing layer, the turbulent jet,
or the Kármán vortex street. The coherent structures present
in these flows can be expected to have a strong influence,
this time on linear momentum transport. These structures
should also be amenable to simulation, as suggested by Ref.
24, based on numerical evidence.

We will now present critical remarks to show possible
directions that may deserve further study. Our first remark
concerns the turbulent normal stresses. Using thez compo-
nent of the integral momentum equation, one can derive the
force exerted by the fluid inV(z) on the rest of the fluid as
the surface integral ofrvz

2 on S(z). It is theoretically well
known1 that small-scale motions can still contribute in a non-
negligible way to this integral. This draws a clear distinction
between less documented, large-scale dominated, turbulent
shear stresses and turbulent normal stresses, which are gen-
erated at all scales, but for which a considerable amount of
theoretical knowledge is already available. Second, we wish
to stress the need for a proper understanding of the injection
of momentum to the flow through viscous boundary layers.
Indeed, in the process of applying the angular momentum
balance equation, we have not been able to consider properly
the viscous torque exerted on the fluid by the cylinder wall.
Though, in the case of perfect counter-rotation, we have
found its influence to be small, we have observed that in
other situations it can be responsible for a large share
~;20%! of the drag torque. We can also expect that in cells
with larger aspect ratio~i.e., larger distance between the im-
pellers! it could induce ‘‘angular momentum leaks,’’ which
would slightly affect the quality of the match between LDV
measurements and mechanical torque measurements. Finally,
we think that, since the large scales are responsible for a
dominant part of the momentum transfer, their dynamics can
be expected to bear a strong influence on the energy injection
fluctuations studied by in Refs. 8–10.
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